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Abstract
By piecewise Chebyshevian splines we mean splines with sections in different Extended Chebyshev
spaces of the same dimension, given that we allow connection matrices at the knots. As special instances
we find classical Chebyshevian splines, L-splines (with sufficiently small knot spacing), geometrically
continuous polynomial splines. In this difficult general context, existence of B-spline bases and preservation
of that existence under knot insertion is guaranteed by the presence of blossoms. Roughly speaking, we
then say that the piecewise Chebyshevian spline space is good for design. We show that any such spline
space provides us with infinitely many operators of the Schoenberg-type, which are automatically shape
preserving. We take advantage of a recently achieved constructive description of all piecewise Chebyshevian
spline spaces good for design to develop further properties of their piecewise Chebyshev–Schoenberg
operators. In particular we show that they are intimately connected with special linear piecewise differential
operators associated with systems of piecewise weight functions, with respect to which the connection
matrices are identity matrices. Thanks to the properties of blossoms, this general context enables us to
achieve simple sufficient conditions for simultaneous approximation of a function and of its first derivative,
understood in the sense of the latter piecewise differential operators. Finally, we consider the behaviour of
piecewise Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators under space embedding.
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1. Introduction
In [6] S. Bernstein gave a constructive proof of the Weierstrass theorem by associating with
any continuous function F on [0, 1] a sequence of polynomials Bn F, n ≥ 0, defined by
Bn F(x) :=
n
k=0
F

k
n

Bnk (x), (1)
where Bnk (x) := ( nk )xk(1 − x)n−k, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, is the degree n Bernstein basis. The sequenceBn F, n ≥ 0, uniformly converges to F on [0, 1]. We refer to Bn as the Bernstein operator of
degree n [25]. This operator has inspired and is still inspiring a very rich literature not only
concerning its own properties, but also similar properties of generalised Bernstein operators.
We will mention very little of the literature on such extensions, restricting ourselves to discrete
operators on closed bounded intervals, involving only values of the functions F . On the one
hand, such extensions have been developed within the polynomial world, either in the univariate
case—e.g., the Stancu operators [58,14], the q-Bernstein operators [48,21,49], obtained with
different bases modelled on the Bernstein bases – or in the multivariate case – e.g., [17,11,54].
On the other hand, it was quite logical to try and introduce operators of the Bernstein type in any
kind of spaces presenting important similarities with polynomial spaces. Famous examples are
the so-called rational spaces where most CAGD properties of polynomials can be transferred via
projections, with the advantage of inherent shape parameters. Rational Bernstein operators have
been studied for instance in [50,53].
The second class of spaces we should present is the class of Extended Chebyshev spaces.
These spaces are natural generalisations of polynomial spaces and they have been intensively
studied in the last two decades for their interesting applications to CAGD. This is in particular
due to the efficient and varied shape parameters they provide. The general question of existence
of Bernstein-type operators associated with a nested sequence of Extended Chebyshev spaces on
a given closed bounded interval has been considered by J.M. Aldaz, O. Kounchev, and H. Render
in [2], see also [46,1,4,3]. Independently, we addressed a similar question in [37] (see also [43])
via a powerful blossoming approach. We proved that each Extended Chebyshev space possessing
blossoms provides us with infinitely many Chebyshev–Bernstein operators, characterised by the
two-dimensional Extended Chebyshev spaces they reproduce. They satisfy similar properties
as the classical Bernstein operators (1). This is simply due to the existence of a Bernstein basis
which is the optimal normalised totally positive bases on the concerned interval [33], exactly as in
the polynomial case [9]. As a special instance, it is interesting to mention the following surprising
fact: in the polynomial case, the classical Bernstein operator (1) is one among infinitely many of
the same kind. It is the one which reproduces the identity.
In a different direction, it is well known that Bernstein operators have also been generalised
to the spline world. The first extension was due to I.J. Schoenberg who introduced in [56] (see
also [55]) the analogue of (1) for the polynomial spline space of degree n based on a given
knot-vector t−n = t−n+1 = · · · = t0 = 0 < t1 < · · · < tq < tq+1 = · · · = tq+n+1 = 1, that is:
Sn F(x) :=
q
k=−n
F

tk+1 + tk+2 + · · · + tk+n
n

N nk (x). (2)
In (2), the N nk ’s stand for the B-splines of degree n associated with the previous knot-vector,
classically defined by means of divided differences as
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N nk (x) := (tk+n+1 − tk)

tk, tk+1, . . . , tk+n+1

(· − x)n+, −n ≤ k ≤ q.
We refer to Sn as the Schoenberg operator of degree n (relative to the given knot-vector). Due
to the B-spline basis being the optimal normalised totally positive basis of the spline space con-
sidered [10], this operator shares many of the properties of Bernstein operators (positivity, end
point interpolation, variation diminishing,. . . ), see, for instance [28–30,20,7]. In [28], M.J. Mars-
den established a necessary and sufficient condition of uniform convergence for a sequence of
Schoenberg operators with any multiplicities, involving the knot spacings and the degrees. Like
Bernstein operators, the Schoenberg operators have then been extended to the multivariate
case [47,16,19], as well as to the rational spline case, e.g., [59,53].
Concerning the topic of the present article, a crucial early reference is [28]. In the latter paper,
M.J. Marsden considered splines based on an Extended Chebyshev space built (as is classical) by
a given system of weight functions. He then proved the existence of one associated Schoenberg
type operator and he established a sufficient condition for convergence of an infinite sequence of
such operators. Another crucial reference is [22] where, in the same context and independently,
S. Karlin and J.M. Karon, proved the existence of a similar operator, along with its variation-
diminishing properties. In [41], extending [37], we showed via a blossoming approach that each
Extended Chebyshev space on a given closed bounded interval assumed to possess blossoms,
and each given knot-vector relative to that interval, provide us with infinitely many operators of
the Schoenberg-type, characterised by the two-dimensional Chebyshev spaces they reproduce.
The corresponding B-spline bases being the optimal normalised totally positive bases [33], such
operators all satisfy similar properties as the initial Schoenberg operator (2). We also considered
how such operators behave under knot insertion and dimension elevation, along with the question
of approximation of continuous functions via infinite sequences of Chebyshev–Schoenberg
operators. As a consequence of [41], observe that, in a given space of polynomial splines, the
classical Schoenberg operator (2) is one among infinitely many of the same kind. It is the one
which reproduces the identity.
In a very natural way, the great variety of shape effects permitted by the class of all Extended
Chebyshev spaces has motivated the consideration of splines with sections taken from different
Extended Chebyshev spaces. However, the reader should observe that, unlike the previous
situation where all sections were taken from the same Extended Chebyshev space, such spline
spaces are not automatically interesting for either Approximation or CAGD, in so far as they do
not necessarily possess B-spline bases. Both to increase the chances of obtaining a “good” spline
space, and to extend the advantages of geometrically continuous polynomial splines [15,13], it
is additionally recommended to permit the presence of connection matrices at the knots. This
leads to the concept of (geometrically continuous) piecewise Chebyshevian splines (for the rest
of the introduction we shall use the word spline with this specific meaning). First considered
by P.J. Barry [5], this large category of splines has proved to be extremely useful, see for
instance [32]. It includes many classical families, such as Chebyshevian splines, [23,57,26], and
geometrically continuous polynomial splines [15,13]. It should be observed that it is also the
appropriate context to deal with L-splines [57,27] as soon as B-spline bases are involved. In
this very general framework, natural questions arise: can we define Schoenberg-type operators?
Do they satisfy the properties we expect? Can we use them for Approximation? These are the
questions we address in the present work. A definite precondition is that the spline space should
be good for design in the sense that it should possess blossoms. Indeed, we know that the presence
of blossoms is equivalent to the presence of refinable B-spline bases, see [34,40]. We will actually
give affirmative answers to each of the questions above in any spline space good for design.
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We will also show that each such spline space permits the simultaneous approximation of a
function and its first derivative. Besides, the latter question was an additional motivation for
considering the “piecewise” context, see Section 6.
A description of the exact framework is provided in Section 2 where we also give a concise
justification of why we say that a spline space is good for design when it possesses blossoms. We
also briefly recall the constructive characterisation of the existence of blossoms obtained in [44],
for it highly contributes to the present work. In particular, given any spline space good for design,
we explain how to associate with it sequences of piecewise linear differential operators with
respect to which the connection matrices will all be identity matrices.
In Section 3 we introduce piecewise Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators based on a given spline
space good for design. Extending the results obtained in [41] we state their main properties, de-
rived from those of B-spline bases, and we describe the infinitely many such operators existing
as soon as the spline space is of dimension at least three. They are characterised by the two-
dimensional Chebyshev spaces they reproduce. Finally, we explain how the search for such op-
erators is connected to the search for the piecewise linear differential operators mentioned above.
Section 4 is devoted to convergence. We establish a simple sufficient condition enabling
us to uniformly approximate continuous functions by means of sequences of piecewise
Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators. The same condition also ensures simultaneous convergence,
in a Chebyshevian sense, provided that we consider piecewise Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators
which all reproduce the same splines. Again, the underlying powerful tools are blossoms.
In Section 5 we embed a spline space good for design in any larger spline space, obtained by a
combination of arbitrary knot insertion and dimension elevation steps. We start by showing that
the larger space is automatically good for design in turn. We would like to mention that the results
obtained in [44] are involved in a crucial way in the proof of this preliminary result. Then, we
address the question of the effects of such an embedding on piecewise Chebyshev–Schoenberg
operators, which is especially interesting to build appropriate sequences of operators for
simultaneous approximation. Note that, as a preliminary result, we are first forced to extend
to the piecewise context recent results on Chebyshevian dimension elevation obtained in [38,42].
In Section 6 we conclude the article with various comments. In particular we briefly mention
special interesting instances of piecewise Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators, e.g., piecewise
Chebyshev–Bernstein operators, piecewise Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators based on L-
splines. We also explain why splines with sections taken from different Extended Chebyshev
spaces form the appropriate framework to tackle the question of simultaneous approximation,
even concerning the Chebyshevian operators investigated in [41].
2. The framework
To introduce piecewise Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators and develop their properties, we
will have to work within the framework of piecewise Chebyshevian splines good for design. This
is why the present section is devoted to its precise description. We also recall the main properties
we will need for the rest of the work. For further acquaintance with this difficult context, we
mainly refer the reader to [34,44], but also to [40,32], and, of course, to the initial work by
P.J. Barry [5].
2.1. Piecewise Chebyshevian (B-)splines
Throughout the present section we start with a fixed sequence of interior knots in a given
interval [a, b], a < b:
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t0 := a < t1 < t2 < · · · < tq < tq+1 := b,
along with an associated sequence of interior multiplicities m1, . . . ,mq , supposed to satisfy
0 ≤ mk ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ q.
Using the notation x [k] for x repeated k times, they lead to the knot-vector:
K := (ξ−n, . . . , ξm+n+1) := (t0[m0], t1[m1], . . . , tq [mq ], tq+1[mq+1]), (3)
with
m0 := mq+1 := n + 1, m :=
q
k=1
mk .
Assume we are given
1- a sequence Ek, 0 ≤ k ≤ q, of section-spaces: each Ek ⊂ Cn([tk, tk+1]) contains constants
and the space DEk := {DF := F ′ | F ∈ Ek} is assumed to be an n-dimensional Extended
Chebyshev space (for short EC-space) on [tk, tk+1], i.e., the first derivative of any non-constant
F ∈ Ek vanishes at most (n−1) times in [tk, tk+1], counting multiplicities up to n (for classical
properties of EC-spaces, we refer to [23,57,26]);
2- a sequence Mk, 1 ≤ k ≤ q , of connection matrices: each Mk is a lower triangular matrix of
order (n − mk) and it has positive diagonal entries.
Based on the knot-vectorK and on the latter two sequences, we can introduce the spline space S,
defined as the set of all continuous functions S : [a, b] → R the restrictions of which to [tk, tk+1]
belong to Ek for 0 ≤ k ≤ q, and which satisfy the connection conditions
DS(t+k ), . . . , D
n−mk S(t+k )
 = MkDS(t−k ), . . . , Dn−mk S(t−k ), 1 ≤ k ≤ q. (4)
Let us first briefly comment on the space S.
• The assumptions on the section-spaces imply that each Ek is an (n+1)-dimensional EC-space
on [tk, tk+1]. Therefore the splines we are dealing with are piecewise Chebyshevian splines,
in the sense that their sections are taken from different EC-spaces. In particular, note that S is
therefore of dimension n + 1+ m.
• The spline space S contains constants. Moreover the requirements on the connection matrices
ensure that the splines are geometrically continuous, in the weak sense of continuity of the
Frenet frames of order (n − mk) at tk , for k = 1, . . . , q .
• Conversely, if Ek is a given (n+1)-dimensional EC-space on [tk, tk+1], it does not necessarily
contains constants, and if it does, the n-dimensional space DEk is not necessarily an EC-
space on [tk, tk+1]. Accordingly, the splines we consider are not the most general piecewise
Chebyshevian splines. Still, in the present paper, the expression “piecewise Chebyshevian
splines” will always refer to the above requirement 1-, and it will implicitly imply the possible
presence of connection matrices meeting the requirements mentioned in 2-.
• Let us consider the special case obtained when assuming that:
– for k = 0, . . . , q, the section-space Ek is obtained by restriction to [tk, tk+1] of a given
space E ⊂ Cn([a, b]) which contains constants;
– the space DE is an n-dimensional EC-space on [a, b];
– for k = 1, . . . , q, Mk is the identity matrix or order (n − mk).
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The splines in S are then Cn−mk at each interior knot tk . We actually obtain the exact
Chebyshevian splines used in [41] to introduce Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators. Accordingly,
the present framework of piecewise Chebyshevian splines presented above is the natural
generalisation of the one in [41]. A further justification of our choice of this framework will
be mentioned in Remark 2.2.
Example 2.1. Let E be the four-dimensional space spanned by 1, x, cos x, sin x . It is well known
that the space DE, spanned by 1, cos x, sin x , is an EC-space on a given interval J if and only
if J is strictly contained in some [α, α + 2π ]. Let us assume that each Ek, k = 0, . . . , q, is the
restriction of E to [tk, tk+1], and that all connection matrices are the identity matrix of order 2.
The description above yields the space S of all C2 trigonometric splines on [a, b] with interior
knots t1, . . . , tq . Then, we can say that
• S is a Chebyshevian spline space in the sense of [41] if and only if b − a < 2π ;
• S is a piecewise Chebyshevian space in the sense considered here if and only if tk+1− tk < 2π
for 0 ≤ k ≤ q .
A sequence Nℓ,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, of splines in S is said to be a B-spline basis, if it satisfies the
following properties
(BSB)1 support property: Nℓ(x) = 0 for x ∉ [ξℓ, ξℓ+n+1];
(BSB)2 positivity property: Nℓ(x) > 0 for x ∈]ξℓ, ξℓ+n+1[;
(BSB)3 endpoint property: Dr Nℓ(ξ
+
ℓ ) = 0 for 0 ≤ r ≤ n − rℓ − 1, Dn−rℓ Nℓ(ξ+ℓ ) ≠ 0, and
Dr Nℓ(ξ
−
ℓ+n+1) = 0 for 0 ≤ r ≤ n − λℓ+n+1 − 1, Dn−λℓ+n+1 Nℓ(ξ−ℓ+n+1) ≠ 0, where
λi := Max{p ≥ 0, ξi−p = ξi }, ri := Max{p ≥ 0, ξi+p = ξi },
−n ≤ i ≤ m + n + 1;
(BSB)4 normalisation property:
m
ℓ=−n Nℓ(x) = 1(x) := 1 for all x ∈ [a, b].
In Geometric Design as well as in Approximation Theory it is very useful to assume existence of
a B-spline basis first in S, and also in any spline space obtained from S by knot insertion. Another
space of piecewise Chebyshevian splines S∗ is said to be obtained from S by knot insertion if it
meets the two requirements:
1- S∗ has section-spaces of the same dimension as S, that is (n + 1);
2- S∗ ⊃ S.
Clearly, there is a one-to-one correspondence between all spline spaces S∗ which are obtained
from S by knot insertion and the knot-vectors K∗ they are based on. They are all possible
refinements of the initial knot-vector K, which we denote K ⊂ K∗.
Remark 2.2. Being concerned with Schoenberg-type operators and convergence of sequences
of such operators, we are precisely in a situation where we have to work under existence of B-
spline bases in all S∗ obtained from S by knot insertion, including S itself. This appeals for the
two remarks.
1- While such existence was guaranteed in the Chebyshevian spline framework considered
in [41], it is no longer so in the present case of piecewise Chebyshevian splines.
2- In particular, given any k, 0 ≤ k ≤ q , and any (c, d) ∈ [tk, tk+1], c < d , let us insert
sufficiently many copies of c, d so that their multiplicities in the new knot-vector K∗ will
be equal to n. Existence of a B-spline basis in the corresponding spline space S∗ implies
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existence of a Bernstein basis relative to (c, d) in the space Ek , that is, a normalised basis
with exactly the same zeros at (c, d) as the degree n Bernstein polynomials relative to (c, d).
Existence of a Bernstein basis relative to any (c, d) ∈ [tk, tk+1], c < d , is known to be
satisfied if and only if Ek contains constants and the space DEk is an EC-space on [tk, tk+1],
see [35] (see also [8] for a different characterisation of DEk being an EC-space). This is an
additional justification of our requirements on the section-spaces.
2.2. About blossoms
In the space S of piecewise Chebyshevian splines described in the previous subsection, a
crucial link exists between B-splines and blossoms, as recalled below. It should be observed that,
either in [34,40] or in [44] we worked with a bi-infinite knot-vector. However, we explained in
Section 6.1 of [44] why the various results were also valid for splines on closed bounded interval.
Theorem 2.3 (Theorem 3.3 of [34], Theorem 1.4 of [40]). In any given piecewise Chebyshevian
spline space S as described above, the two properties below are equivalent:
(i) blossoms exist in S;
(ii) the space S possesses a B-spline basis and so does any spline space derived from S by knot
insertion.
This is a first justification for using the following terminology:
Definition 2.4 ([44]). We say that a piecewise Chebyshevian spline space S is good for design
when blossoms exist in S.
We will not explain exactly how blossoms are defined, referring to earlier papers such as
[34,44] and other references therein. We will only mention that, when blossoms exist, they
are functions of n variables defined in a geometrical way involving intersections of osculating
flats, following the ideas developed in [51]. Their domain of definition is a restricted set
An(K) ⊂ [a, b]n of n-tuples, said to be admissible (with respect to the knot-vector K). An
n-tuple (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ [a, b]n is admissible when, for any integer k ∈ {1, . . . , q} such that
Min(x1, . . . , xn) < tk < Max(x1, . . . , xn)
the knot tk appears in the sequence (x1, . . . , xn) a number of times at least equal to its multiplicity
mk . Admissible p-tuples can be defined in a similar way for any non-negative integer p.
In addition to the equivalence stated in Theorem 2.3 our terminology “good for design” is also
justified by the fact that the existence of blossoms in S permits the development of all the classical
Geometric Design algorithms for splines. This is made possible by the three main properties of
blossoms derived from their geometrical definition. We recall them in Theorem 2.5.
Theorem 2.5 (Corollary 4.4 of [34], Theorem 3.1 of [40]). Assume the spline space S to be
good for design. Then, the blossom s : An(K) → Rd of any spline S ∈ Sd , d ≥ 1, satisfies the
following properties:
(B)1 symmetry: s(xϱ(1), . . . , xϱ(n)) = s(x1, . . . , xn) for any (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ An(K) and any
permutation ϱ of {1, . . . , n};
(B)2 diagonal property: for all x ∈ [a, b], s(x [n]) = S(x);
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(B)3 pseudoaffinity property: given any admissible (n−1)-tuple (x1, . . . , xn−1), any subinterval
J ⊂ [a, b] such that, for any y, z ∈ J, (x1, . . . , xn−1, y, z) is admissible, any c, d ∈ J ,
with c < d, there exists a continuous strictly increasing function β(x1, . . . , xn−1; c, d; ·) :
J → R (independent of S) such that:
s(x1, . . . , xn−1, x) =

1− β(x1, . . . , xn−1; c, d; x)

s(x1, . . . , xn−1, c)
+β(x1, . . . , xn−1; c, d; x)s(x1, . . . , xn−1, d), x ∈ J. (5)
The poles of any spline S ∈ Sd are defined as the points
Pℓ := s(ξℓ+1, . . . , ξℓ+n), −n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, (6)
and the polygon in Rd with vertices the poles is the control polygon of S. In particular the three
fundamental properties of blossoms permit the development of an n-step corner-cutting de Boor-
type algorithm to evaluate the spline S at any point x ∈ [a, b] as a convex combination of its
poles. This yields
S(x) =
m
ℓ=−n
Nℓ(x)Pℓ,
m
ℓ=−n
Nℓ(x) = 1, x ∈ [a, b]. (7)
The functions Nℓ,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, form the B-spline basis of the spline space S. The following
result is essential.
Theorem 2.6 ([33]). In any piecewise Chebyshevian spline space S which is good for design,
the B-spline basis is totally positive, i.e., for given any sequence x−n < · · · < xm in [a, b],
the matrix with entries Nℓ(x j ),−n ≤ ℓ, j ≤ m, is totally positive ( i.e., all its minors are
non-negative). Among all normalised totally positive bases of S, the B-spline basis is even the
optimal one.
Proof. Total positivity is guaranteed by the fact that the B-spline basis is generated by a corner-
cutting algorithm. The optimality then follows from the support and endpoint properties (BSB)1
and (BSB)3. 
Concerning total positivity, its importance for shape preservation, and the exact meaning of
optimality, see, for instance, [18,52,10,33].
Example 2.7. Let us conclude this section with the space S of all C2 trigonometric splines on
[a, b] already considered in Example 2.1. Blossoms were proved to exist in S (see [32]) if and
only if tk+2 − tk < 2π for k = 0, . . . , q − 1. This is thus the necessary and sufficient condition
for C2 trigonometric splines to be good for design. This should be compared with the weaker
conditions obtained in Example 2.1.
2.3. A constructive characterisation for existence of blossoms
Subsequently, the word “piecewise” will always refer to the initial sequence of knots. We say
that w is a piecewise function on [a, b] if w is defined separately on each interval [t+k , t−k+1], k =
0, . . . , q, implying that, for k = 1, . . . , q, both w(t−k ) and w(t+k ) are defined but they may be
different. Of course a function defined on [a, b] is a piecewise function on [a, b], but the reader
should observe that the converse is not true. Given two piecewise functions on [a, b], say F,G,
the equality F = G always means that F(x) = G(x) for any x ∈ [a, b] \ {t1, . . . , tq} and
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F(tkε) = G(tkε) for both ε = −,+, and for k = 1, . . . , q. We summarise it as F(xε) = G(xε)
for all xε ∈ [a, b].
We say that (w1, . . . , wn) is a system of piecewise weight functions on [a, b] when, for
i = 1, . . . , n, wi is a piecewise function on [a, b] which is positive and Cn−i on each [t+k , t−k+1].
With any such system one can associate linear piecewise differential operators L0, . . . , Ln by
setting, for any piecewise function F on [a, b], supposed to be piecewise Cn :
L0 F := F, L i F := DL i−1 F
wi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (8)
We recently managed to obtain the following characterisation of all piecewise Chebyshevian
spline spaces good for design.
Theorem 2.8 (Theorem 4.2 of [44]). Let (w1, . . . , wn) be a system of piecewise weight functions,
with the associated piecewise differential operators L0, . . . , Ln . Then, the set S composed of all
continuous functions S : [a, b] → R such that:
(i) Ln S is piecewise constant,
(ii) for each k = 1, . . . , q, and each i = 1, . . . , n − mk, L i S(t−k ) = L i S(t+k ),
is a piecewise Chebyshevian spline space which is good for design.
Conversely, any piecewise Chebyshevian spline space assumed to be good for design is of the
previous form.
Remark 2.9. Let us assume that all interior multiplicities are equal to 0. Then, the spline space S
associated with a given system of piecewise weight functions (w1, . . . , wn) via the two properties
(i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.8 is (n + 1)-dimensional. It is defined as the set of all continuous
functions F : [a, b] → R such that
– Ln F is constant on [a, b];
– for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, L i F is continuous on [a, b].
It is what we call an Extended Chebyshev Piecewise space (for short, ECP-space) on [a, b], in
the sense that any of its non-zero elements vanishes at most n times on [a, b] (see theorem
3.7 of [44]). Note that the count of zeros, including multiplicities, is made possible by the
nature of all connection matrices. We denote this space as ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn) (see Definition
3.9 in [44]). The space obtained by (left/right) differentiation is the n-dimensional ECP-space
ECP(w1, . . . , wn). Instead of Nℓ,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ 0, let us rename the B-spline basis of S as
Bi , 0 ≤ i ≤ n. It is a Bernstein basis relative to (a, b), in the sense recalled in point 2- of
Remark 2.2. As a special case, when there is no interior knot (i.e., when q = 0), w1, . . . , wn are
no longer piecewise functions but functions on [a, b]. In that case, the space ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn)
is simply an EC-space on [a, b] and we denote it as EC(1, w1, . . . , wn).
Taking account of Remark 2.9 we can now restate Theorem 2.8 in the following way, which
will be especially useful in Section 5.
Theorem 2.10 (See Formula (20) in [44]). A given piecewise Chebyshevian spline space S
with (n + 1)-dimensional section-spaces is good for design if and only if there exists a system
(w1, . . . , wn) of piecewise weight functions on [a, b] such that
ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn) ⊂ S. (9)
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Finally we need to recall that, if the spline space S is good for design, and if it is of dimension
greater than 2, then it can be associated with infinitely many essentially different systems of
piecewise weight functions on [a, b] ensuring (9). All such systems are obtained by iteration of
the theorem below which describes all possible choices for the first piecewise weight functionw1.
Theorem 2.11 (Theorem 4.1 of [44]). Assume that n ≥ 1 and that a given piecewise Cheby-
shevian spline space S based on the knot-vector K is good for design. For any given spline
U ∈ S, the following two properties are then equivalent:
(i) the poles of U form a strictly increasing sequence;
(ii) the piecewise function w1 := DU is positive on each [t+k , t−k+1], k = 0, . . . , q, and the set
L1S := {L1S := DSw1 | S ∈ S} is a piecewise Chebyshevian spline space based on K (with
n-dimensional section-spaces) which is good for design.
3. Piecewise Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators
Throughout this section, S will denote a space of piecewise Chebyshevian splines based on
the knot-vector K, with (n + 1)-dimensional section-spaces, assumed to be good for design, and
Nℓ,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, will stand for its B-spline basis.
In the first subsection we define what we call a piecewise Chebyshev–Schoenberg operator
based on S and we state some immediate interesting properties of possible such operators. In the
second subsection we describe how to obtain all of them, and in the last one we connect this issue
with the search for piecewise weight functions associated with S via (9).
3.1. Definition and first properties
Let us first recall that a two-dimensional spaceU ⊂ C0([a, b]) is said to be a Chebyshev space
on [a, b] if, for any non-zero U ∈ U, there exists at most one x0 ∈ [a, b] such that U (x0) = 0.
Definition 3.1. A linear operator S on C0([a, b]) will be called a piecewise Chebyshev–
Schoenberg operator (in short, PCS-operator) based on the spline space S if it meets the
following two requirements:
(PCSO)1 it is of the form
SF :=
m
ℓ=−n
F(ηℓ)Nℓ for all F ∈ C0([a, b]), (10)
where the nodes η−n, . . . , ηm satisfy a = η−n < η−n+1 < · · · < ηm−1 < ηm = b;
(PCSO)2 it reproduces a two-dimensional Chebyshev space U, in the sense that it reproduces all
elements of U, i.e.,
SF = F for any F ∈ U. (11)
Clearly, such operators generalise the classical operators (2) introduced by Schoenberg in
polynomial spline spaces [55,56]. They also generalise the Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators
introduced in [41].
Remark 3.2. Let us comment on the reproducing requirement (PCSO)2. The B-spline basis
being normalised, constants are automatically reproduced by any PCS-operator based on S, if
any. One can prove that no operator of the form (10) can reproduce two functions U, V such
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that the three functions 1,U, V are linearly independent functions. This result was proved in
Proposition 3.7 of [37] for Chebyshev–Bernstein operators, but it is not specific to such operators.
It is more generally valid for any operator Σ defined on C0([a, b]) as
Σ F :=
d
i=0
F(ϑi )Ui ,
where d ≥ 2, and U0, . . . ,Ud are any functions defined on [a, b] which sum to 1 and are
positive on ]a, b[, and where each point ϑi lies in [a, b], and even in ]a, b[ for 1 ≤ i ≤ d − 1.
Accordingly, in the present situation, the two-dimensional Chebyshev space U involved in
(PCSO)2 necessarily contains constants. It is thus of the form U = span(1,U ) for some strictly
increasing spline U ∈ S. Note that the existence of a PCS-operator based on S necessary implies
n ≥ 1, which we will systematically assume from now on.
Even before considering their existence, we can state many properties of possible PCS-
operators: they readily follow from the requirement (PCSO)1 and from the properties of B-
spline bases recalled in the previous section. We list the main ones below (for details, see
similar properties for Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators in [41]). Given any continuous function
F := (F1, . . . , Fd) : [a, b] → Rd , we denote by SF the function (SF1, . . . ,SFd) obtained by
applying a PCS-operator S to each component of F .
Theorem 3.3. Let S be a PCS-operator based on S, defined by (10). It satisfies the following
properties:
• Positivity: S is a positive operator, i.e., if F is non-negative on [a, b], so is SF.
• End points: for any F ∈ C0([a, b]),SF(a) = F(a) and SF(b) = F(b).
• Local influence: if F,G ∈ C0([a, b]) coincide outside ]ηℓ−1, ηℓ+1[, for some ℓ ∈ {−n +
1, . . . ,m − 1}, then SF and SG coincide outside ]ξℓ, ξℓ+n+1[.
• Convex hull: for any continuous function F : [a, b] → Rd , the parametric spline curve in
Rd produced by SF lies in the convex hull of the graph of F.
• Variation diminishing property: for any continuous function F : [a, b] → Rd , the number
of times any given affine hyperplane crosses the parametric spline curve produced by SF is
bounded above by the number of times it crosses the parametric curve defined by F.
For simplicity, we assume that d = 2. As examples of implications of the total positivity
of B-spline bases, it is well known that convexity (resp., monotonicity in one direction) of the
control polygon of a spline S ∈ S2 implies convexity (resp., monotonicity in that direction) of
the corresponding spline curve. As a consequence, we thus obtain the following.
Corollary 3.4. Let S be any PCS-operator based on S. If the planar parametric curve produced
by a continuous function F : [a, b] → R2 is convex (resp., monotone in one direction), then the
planar parametric curve produced by SF is convex (resp., monotone in the same direction).
When dealing with functions, the convexity preserving property of PCS-operators concern
convexity in a Chebyshevian sense:
Definition 3.5. Let U ⊂ C0([a, b]) be a two-dimensional Chebyshev space on [a, b]. We say
that a function F ∈ C0([a, b]) is U-convex when, for any strictly increasing U ∈ U, the function
F ◦ U−1 is convex on [U−1(a),U−1(b)], i.e., when the graph of the planar parametric curve
defined by (U, F) is the graph of a convex function.
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As a special case of Corollary 3.4 we thus obtain (see [41]):
Corollary 3.6. The assumptions are the same as in Corollary 3.4. If a function F ∈ C0([a, b])
is non-decreasing, then SF is non-decreasing. Let U be the two-dimensional Chebyshev space
reproduced by S. If F is U-convex, then SF is U-convex and F ≤ SF.
3.2. How to build PCS-operators?
In the present subsection we want to describe the class of all PCS-operators based on the
piecewise Chebyshevian spline space S. According to Remark 3.2 we know that there are one-
to-one correspondences between
– the set of all possible PCS-operators S based on S;
– the set of all two-dimensional Chebyshev spaces U ⊂ S they reproduce;
– the set of all equivalence classes of strictly increasing splines U ∈ S they reproduce, under
the equivalence relation U ∼ V if there exists two real numbers α, β, with α > 0, such that
V = αU + β1.
This is why we now focus on determining all strictly increasing splines U ∈ S which can be
reproduced by PCS-operators.
Theorem 3.7. A spline U := mℓ=−n uℓNℓ ∈ S being given, the following two properties are
equivalent:
(i) the spline U is strictly increasing on [a, b] and it is reproduced by a (unique) PCS-operator
based on S;
(ii) the poles uℓ,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, of U form a strictly increasing sequence.
Proof. • (i) ⇒ (ii): Assume that (i) is satisfied. The spline U being reproduced by a PCS-
operator S based on S, there exists a sequence of nodes a = η−n < η−n+1 < · · · < ηm−1 <
ηm = b such that
U =
m
ℓ=−n
U (ηℓ)Nℓ.
From the previous equality we deduce that U (ηℓ) = uℓ for −n ≤ ℓ ≤ m. The spline U being
strictly increasing on [a, b], we have U (η−n) < U (η−n+1) < · · · < U (ηm). Accordingly, the
poles of U form a strictly increasing sequence.
• (ii)⇒ (i): Assume that the poles u−n, . . . , um , of U satisfy
U (a) = u−n < u−n+1 < · · · < um−1 < um = U (b). (12)
The shape preserving properties of the B-spline basis immediately imply that U is non-
decreasing. However, this is not sufficient since we need to show that U is strictly increasing on
[a, b]. To prove this, we will consider the first derivative of U . Beforehand we would like to draw
the reader’s attention on the fact that the first derivatives of splines in S may be discontinuous at
any given interior knot tk, 1 ≤ k ≤ q , for two reasons:
– first, it may occur that mk = n, in which case there is no required connection between the first
left/right derivatives at tk ;
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– second, when mk < n, according to the connection condition (4) we simply know the
existence of a positive number αk such that S′(t+k ) = αk S′(t−k ) for all S ∈ S and this number
αk may be different from 1.
To refer to the terminology introduced in Section 2.3, this means that, in general, splines in
DS are not functions but piecewise functions on [a, b]. Still, to make sure that the continuous
function U is strictly increasing on [a, b], it is sufficient to check that
DU (xε) > 0 for any xε ∈ [a, b]. (13)
The B-spline basis being normalised, it satisfies
m
ℓ=−n DNℓ(xε) = 0 for all xε ∈ [a, b]. Acc-
ordingly, we can write the first derivative of U as
DU (xε) =
m
ℓ=−n
uℓDNℓ(x
ε) =
m
ℓ=−n+1
(uℓ − uℓ−1)Bℓ(xε), xε ∈ [a, b], (14)
the Bℓ’s are defined by
Bℓ(x
ε) :=
m
i=ℓ
DNi (x
ε), −n + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m. (15)
In Lemma 4.4 of [44] we proved that these piecewise functions form a B-spline-like basis in the
spline space DS, in the sense that, except for normalisation, they satisfy all the properties of a
B-spline basis in a spline space with n-dimensional section-spaces. In particular, we can thus
deduce that, for any xε ∈ [a, b], there exists at least one integer ℓ,−n + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m, such that
Bℓ(xε) > 0. Since uℓ − uℓ−1 > 0 for each ℓ = −n + 1, . . . ,m, (14) implies (13).
The function U being strictly increasing on [a, b], with (12) one can uniquely associate a
strictly increasing sequence a = η−n < η−n+1 < · · · < ηm−1 < ηm = b such that U (ηℓ) = uℓ
for −n ≤ ℓ ≤ n. Setting SF :=mℓ=−n F(ηℓ)Nℓ provides us with a PCS-operator reproducing
the space U . 
The first conclusion we can draw from Theorem 3.7 is the following.
Corollary 3.8. As soon as the space S is of dimension at least three, there exist infinitely many
PCS-operators based on S.
Proof. Let us say that two strictly increasing sequences (a−n, . . . , am) and (b−n, . . . , bm) are
equivalent if there exist two real numbers α, β such that bi = αai + β for −n ≤ i ≤ m. There
are as many PCS-operators as equivalence classes with respect to the latter equivalence relation,
that is, infinitely many as soon as m + n + 1 ≥ 3. 
Remark 3.9. Let us conclude this subsection with the following two observations:
1- Once we know a strictly increasing spline U = mℓ=−n uℓNℓ reproduced by a PCS-operator
S based on S, the nodes are determined by (see (6) and proof of (i)⇒ (ii) of Theorem 3.7)
ηℓ = U−1(uℓ) = U−1

u(ξℓ+1, . . . , ξℓ+n)

, −n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, (16)
where u : An(K)→ R is the blossom of U .
2- As indicated in Remark 3.2, we assume that n ≥ 1. Therefore, the spline space S is at least of
dimension 2, and it is of dimension 2 only when n = 1 and m = 0, that is, when all interior
multiplicities are equal to 0, if any. This is a trivial case, where there is exactly one PCS-
operator S based on S reproducing the whole space S which is a two-dimensional ECP-space
on [a, b].
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3.3. PCS-operators and piecewise differential operators
In this subsection we shall examine how PCS-operators based on S are connected with the
piecewise differential operators associated with S via (9). This will result from comparison
between Theorems 3.7 and 2.11.
Theorem 3.10. Let U ⊂ S be a two-dimensional space. Then, the following two properties are
equivalent:
(i) the spaceU is a Chebyshev space on [a, b] and there exists a PCS-operator based on S which
reproduces U;
(ii) U = ECP(1, w1), where w1 is a piecewise function on [a, b], positive and Cn−1 on each
[t+k , t−k+1], such that there exists a system (w2, . . . , wn) of piecewise weight functions on[a, b] satisfying
ECP(1, w1, w2, . . . , wn) ⊂ S. (17)
Proof. • (i) ⇒ (ii): Assuming that (i) holds, choose a strictly increasing spline U ∈ U.
From Theorem 3.7 we know that the poles of U form a strictly increasing sequence. Setting
w1 := DU and L1V := DV/w1, Theorem 2.11 ensures that U = ECP(1, w1) and that
L1S is a piecewise Chebyshevian spline space good for design. Theorem 2.10 implies
the existence of a system (w2, . . . , wn) of piecewise weight functions on [a, b] satisfying
ECP(1, w2, . . . , wn) ⊂ L1S. By integration we obtain (17).
• (ii)⇒ (i): Conversely, assuming that (ii) holds, (17) yields the nested sequence
ECP(1, w1) ⊂ ECP(1, w1, w2) ⊂ · · · ⊂ ECP(1, w1, w2, . . . , wn) ⊂ S. (18)
Select U ∈ S such that DU = w1. As an element of the ECP-space ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn), the
function U has a blossomu, defined on the whole of [a, b]n . In the situation (18) it is known thatu is strictly increasing in each variable on [a, b]n (see, for instance, [39]). The blossom u of U
considered as an element of the spline space S is simply the restriction ofu to the set An(K). It is
thus strictly increasing in each variable on An(K). According to Theorem 3.7 we have to prove
that the poles uℓ,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, of the spline U form a strictly increasing sequence. Now, for
−n + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m we always have ξℓ < ξℓ+n . The function u(ξℓ+1, . . . , ξℓ+n−1, ·) being strictly
increasing at least on [ξℓ, ξℓ+n], this implies
uℓ−1 := u(ξℓ+1, . . . , ξℓ+n−1, ξℓ) < uℓ := u(ξℓ+1, . . . , ξℓ+n−1, ξℓ+n)
for − n + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m. 
Searching for PCS-operators and searching for piecewise weight functions w1 leading to an
inclusion of the form ECP(1, w1, w2, . . . , wn) ⊂ S are thus one and the same issue. Besides, the
proof of Theorem 3.10 enables us to complete Theorem 3.7 with the following characterisation
which will be useful for approximation.
Corollary 3.11. For any spline U ∈ S, the following two properties are equivalent
(i) U is strictly increasing on [a, b] and it is reproduced by a PCS-operator based on S;
(ii) the blossom u : An(K)→ R of U is strictly increasing in each variable on An(K).
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4. Simultaneous approximation
It is well known that the classical Schoenberg operators permit simultaneous approximation,
in the following sense: for a given function F supposed to be C1 on [a, b], they provide us with
sequences of classical polynomial splines Sp, p ≥ 0, which uniformly approximate F , while
the corresponding sequences of first derivatives DSp, p ≥ 0, uniformly approximate the first
derivative of F , see [28].
The present section addresses the similar question concerning PCS-operators. Theorems 4.1
and 4.2 provide us with a simple sufficient condition to obtain not only convergence but even
simultaneous convergence. Of course, in the present context, “simultaneous approximation” is to
be understood in a piecewise Chebyshevian way.
The first theorem we will establish concerns uniform approximation of continuous functions.
Theorem 4.1. For any p ≥ 0, we select
– an integer n p ≥ 1;
– a knot-vector Kp := (ξp,−n p , ξp,−n p+1, . . . , ξp,m p+n p+1) with a = ξp,−n p = · · · = ξp,0 <
ξp,1 ≤ · · · ≤ ξp,m p < b = ξp,m p+1 = · · · = ξp,m p+n p+1, and ξp,ℓ < ξp,ℓ+n p for
−n p + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m p;
– a piecewise Chebyshevian spline space Sp based on Kp, with (n p + 1)-dimensional sections,
supposed to be good for design;
– a PCS-operator Sp based on the spline space Sp.
Denoting by ∆p := max−n p≤ℓ≤m p+n p (ξp,ℓ+1 − ξp,ℓ) the knot spacing in Kp, we assume that
lim
p→+∞ n p∆p = 0. (19)
Then, for any F ∈ C0([a, b]), the sequence Sp F converges to F uniformly on [a, b].
With an additional assumption on the spaces reproduced, we obtain simultaneous
approximation in the following sense:
Theorem 4.2. The data being the same as in Theorem 4.1, we now additionally assume that
– for all p ≥ 0, all interior multiplicities in Kp are bounded above by n p − 1;
– the PCS-operators Sp all reproduce the same two-dimensional C-space U.
We denote by L1 any first order piecewise differential operator associated with U. Then, when
(19) holds, for any continuous function F on [a, b] such that the piecewise function L1 F is
continuous on [a, b], the two sequences Sp F and L1Sp F simultaneously converge to F and
L1 F, respectively, uniformly on [a, b].
Clearly, Theorem 4.1 will be a consequence of the following result, in which, for any positive
number δ, ω(F; δ) denotes the global modulus of continuity of F on [a, b]:
ω(F; δ) := sup{|F(y)− F(z)| | y, z ∈ [a, b], |y − z| ≤ δ}.
Proposition 4.3. Let S be any PCS-operator based on a given piecewise Chebyshevian spline
space S ⊂ C0([a, b]) good for design. Then, for any F ∈ C0([a, b]), we have
∥SF − F∥∞ ≤ ω

F; (2n − 1)∆, (20)
where ∆ is the knot spacing in K.
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Proof. Let (N−n, . . . , Nm) denote the B-spline basis in the space S and let a = η−n < η−n+1 <
· · · < ηm = b be the sequence of nodes defining the PCS-operator S. Given any F ∈ C0([a, b])
we first observe that
∥SF − F∥∞ = sup
a≤x<b
|SF(x)− F(x)|.
For any x ∈ [a, b[, we can consider the unique integer j (x) ∈ {−n, . . . ,m} such that ξ j (x)
≤ x < ξ j (x)+1. Taking account of the support and normalisation properties of the B-spline basis,
we obtain
SF(x)− F(x) =
j (x)
ℓ= j (x)−n

F(ηℓ)− F(x)

Nℓ(x), x ∈ [a, b[. (21)
On account of (21), the inequality (20) follows from Lemma 4.4. 
Lemma 4.4. Under the same assumptions as in Proposition 4.3, the nodes ηℓ associated with
the PCS-operator S satisfy
ξℓ+1 ≤ ηℓ ≤ ξℓ+n, −n ≤ ℓ ≤ m.
Proof. Given a strictly increasing function U reproduced by S, we know that the nodes are given
by (16). We thus have to show that
U (ξℓ+1) = u(ξℓ+1[n]) ≤ U (ηℓ) = u(ξℓ+1, . . . , ξℓ+n) ≤ U (ξℓ+n) = u(ξℓ+n [n]),
−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m.
As a matter of fact, this follows from the blossom u : An(K)→ R of U being strictly increasing
in each variable (see Corollary 3.11). 
Let us now consider Theorem 4.2. It can clearly be achieved as a consequence of Theorem 4.1
and of the proposition below.
Proposition 4.5. Assuming that the interior multiplicities satisfy mk ≤ n − 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ q,
let the piecewise Chebyshevian spline space S ⊂ C0([a, b]) be good for design. Let U be a
strictly increasing spline reproduced by a given PCS-operator S based on S, and let L1 be the
associated first order piecewise differential operator L1V := DV/DU. Then, for any function
F ∈ C0([a, b]), such that L1 F is continuous on [a, b] we have
∥L1SF − L1 F∥∞ ≤ ω

L1 F; (2n − 1)∆

. (22)
The key-step towards Proposition 4.5 is the following result.
Lemma 4.6. The assumptions being the same as in Proposition 4.5 we denote by uℓ,−n ≤ ℓ ≤
m, the strictly increasing sequence formed by the poles of the spline U. Then, given any spline
S ∈ Sd , with poles Pℓ ∈ Rd ,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, the poles P{1}ℓ ,−n + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m, of the piecewise
Chebyshevian spline L1S considered as an element of (L1S)d are given by
P{1}ℓ =
1
uℓ − uℓ−1

Pℓ − Pℓ−1

, −n + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m. (23)
Proof. Though similar expressions already appeared in several places, we do have to explain in
details why we can specifically use the poles of U in formula (23).
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We know that we can choose a space ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn) ⊂ S, with w1 := DU . We also
know (see proof of Corollary 3.11) that the blossom u of U as an element of S is the restriction
to An(K) of the blossom of U viewed as an element of ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn). This is why we
will still use u to denote the latter blossom.
The previous observations explain why we can use the latter blossom u (defined and
strictly increasing in each variable on [a, b]n) in the following differentiation formula for blo-
ssoms: given any F ∈ ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn), the blossom f {1} of L1 F := DF/w1 ∈ ECP(1,
w2, . . . , wn) (defined on [a, b]n−1) can be calculated from the blossom f of F (defined on
[a, b]n) as follows:
f {1}(x1, . . . , xn−1) := f (x1, . . . , xn−1, z)− f (x1, . . . , xn−1, y)u(x1, . . . , xn−1, z)− u(x1, . . . , xn−1, y) ,
x1, . . . , xn−1 ∈ [a, b], (24)
where y, z denote any two distinct points in [a, b]. Let us recall the main two points leading
to formula (24): first, the geometrical definition of blossoms; second, the fact that u is strictly
increasing in each variable on [a, b]n .
We have ξℓ < ξℓ+n for−n+1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m. Accordingly, to derive (23) from (24) it then suffices
to remember that, for a given ℓ (with, respectively, −n ≤ ℓ ≤ m and −n + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m), if
ξℓ+1 = tk , then the poles of index ℓ of S and L1S are obtained as
Pℓ = fk(ξℓ+1, . . . , ξℓ+n), P{1}ℓ = f {1}k (ξℓ+1, . . . , ξℓ+n−1),
where Fk ∈ ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn) is the unique function which coincides with S on [tk, tk+1],
where fk is its blossom as an element of ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn), and where f {1}k is the blossom of
L1 Fk as an element of ECP(1, w2, . . . , wn), see [31]. 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. Let F be any continuous function on [a, b] which is piecewise C1 on
[a, b]. The function U is also continuous and piecewise C1, and it is strictly increasing on [a, b].
At any point x ∈ [a, b] we can consider the first derivative of the function F ◦ U−1, at least the
left/right one(s). With, everywhere, either ε = + or ε = −, we have
F ◦U−1
′
(xε) = F ′U−1(x)ε 1
U ′

U−1(x)ε
 = L1 FU−1(x)ε,
x ∈ [U (a),U (b)]. (25)
This shows that the piecewise function L1 F is a continuous function on [a, b] if and only if the
continuous function F ◦U−1 belongs to C1([a, b]).
Now, for such a function F , the poles of the spline SF are the real numbers Pℓ :=
F(ηℓ),−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, where the ηℓ’s are the nodes defining the PCS-operator S, given by (16).
According to Lemma 4.6, as an element of the spline space L1S, the poles of the spline L1SF
are
P{1}ℓ :=
F(ηℓ)− F(ηℓ−1)
uℓ − uℓ−1 =
F ◦U−1(uℓ)− F ◦U−1(uℓ−1)
uℓ − uℓ−1 ,
=

F ◦U−1
′
(ϑℓ), −n + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m, (26)
where, for −n + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m, ϑℓ denotes some real number satisfying
U (ηℓ−1) = uℓ−1 < ϑℓ < uℓ = U (ηℓ). (27)
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On account of (25), we can thus write the poles of L1SF as follows:
P{1}ℓ = L1 F(ζℓ), with ζℓ := U−1(ϑℓ), − n + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m. (28)
In other words, we have shown that
L1Sp F =
m
ℓ=−n+1
L1 F(ζℓ)N
{1}
ℓ , (29)
where

N {1}−n+1, . . . , N
{1}
m

is the B-spline basis in the piecewise Chebyshevian spline space L1S.
Moreover, from (27) and Lemma 4.4, we can assert that
ξℓ < ζℓ < ξℓ+n, −n + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m.
Accordingly, the inequality (22) follows from (29) the same way as (20) followed from (10). 
Remark 4.7. We have shown that PCS-operators permit simultaneous convergence using only
two main arguments: first, the support property of B-spline bases, and second, the fact that
the blossom u of the reproduced spline U is strictly increasing. Our purpose was not to find
the “weakest” possible sufficient condition for (simultaneous) convergence. Condition (19) is a
simple one which is valid whatever the piecewise Chebyshevian spline space good for design
may be. Of course, in a given situation, it may be possible to prove (simultaneous) convergence
under much weaker conditions, e.g., via Korovkin’s theorem [24,12]. For instance, let us
recall that, when dealing with classical Schoenberg operators, convergence holds if and only
if limp→+∞∆p/n p = 0, and that the latter condition also permits simultaneous convergence
provided that lim supp n p > 1 [28].
5. Embedding the spline space in a larger one
There are two classical ways to embed a spline space into another one: knot insertion and
dimension elevation. The purpose of the present section is to analyse how they act on PCS-
operators. We will first have to show that such an embedding preserves existence of blossoms.
Another preliminary issue will be the description of dimension elevation in the difficult piecewise
Chebyshevian spline context. As usual, blossoms will be the underlying powerful tools.
5.1. A preliminary result
We assume that S and S∗ are two piecewise Chebyshevian spline spaces on [a, b], with (n+1)-
and (n∗ + 1)-dimensional section-spaces, respectively. We denote by K and K∗ the knot-vectors
they are respectively based on, K being given by (3). We have already mentioned that S∗ is
obtained from S by knot insertion when S ⊂ S∗ and n∗ = n. We now assume that S ⊂ S∗, with
n∗ = n + 1, and that the knot-vector K∗ is given by
K∗ := (t0[n∗+1], t1[m∗1], . . . , tq [m∗q ], tq+1[n∗+1]), with m∗k := mk + 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ q. (30)
In that case, for k = 1, . . . , q , the connection matrix at the knot tk in S∗, of order n∗ − m∗k =
n − mk , is the same as in S. We then say that S∗ is obtained from S by (one step of ) dimension
elevation. Combining any number of knot insertion steps with any number of dimension elevation
steps will also lead to an embedding S ⊂ S∗, and this what we consider in the present section.
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Theorem 5.1. Let us assume that S is good for design and that S∗ is obtained from S by any
combination of knot insertion and dimension elevation steps. Then S∗ is good for design in turn.
Proof. The spline space S being good for design, we know the existence of a system
(w1, . . . , wn) of piecewise weight functions on [a, b] such that
ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn) ⊂ S. (31)
Proving that the spline space S∗ is good for design too, consists in proving that it satisfies a similar
property. It is sufficient to prove it separately for knot insertion and one dimension elevation step.
For knot insertion, since n∗ = n, this clearly follows from (31) and S ⊂ S∗.
Let us now assume that S∗ is obtained from S by (one step of) dimension elevation. Since
n∗ = n + 1, it is sufficient to build a positive piecewise weight function w∗n+1 so that
ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn, w∗n+1) ⊂ S∗. (32)
Now, for each integer k = 0, . . . , q, let 1k, wk1, . . . , wkn denote the restrictions of 1, w1, . . . , wn
to [tk, tk+1]. Then, the section-spaces Ek,E∗k , of S,S∗, satisfy
Ek = EC(1k, wk1, . . . , wkn) ⊂ E∗k , 0 ≤ k ≤ q. (33)
Select an integer k, 0 ≤ k ≤ q . The spaceE∗k being an (n+2)-dimensional EC-space on [tk, tk+1],
the inclusion (33) guarantees the existence of positive functions w∗kn+1 ∈ C0([tk, tk+1]), such that
E∗k = EC(1k, wk1, . . . , wkn, w∗kn+1).
For each k = 0, . . . , q, choose any such w∗kn+1. Denote by w∗n+1 the piecewise weight function on
[a, b]which coincides withw∗kn+1 on [t+k , t−k+1] for 0 ≤ k ≤ q . None of the connection conditions
in S∗ involving derivatives of order (n + 1), the corresponding inclusion (32) is automatically
satisfied. 
5.2. Dimension elevation for piecewise Chebyshevian splines
Supposing that S is a piecewise Chebyshevian spline good for design, and that S∗ is obtained
from S by a combination of knot insertion and dimension elevation steps, we are interested in
the corresponding process concerning poles. More precisely, let Pℓ ∈ Rd ,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, be the
poles of a spline S ∈ Sd . As usual in such a situation, we would like to determine the poles
P∗ℓ ∈ Rd ,−n∗ ≤ ℓ ≤ m∗, of the same spline S regarded as an element of S∗d . Concerning knot
insertion, this is described in [44] and other references therein. Therefore, it is sufficient to try
and describe the process concerning one dimension elevation step. This makes it necessary to
first obtain a dimension elevation formula for blossoms in ECP-spaces. This is the object of the
theorem below.
Theorem 5.2. Given a system (w1, . . . , wn, wn+1) of piecewise weight functions, consider the
inclusion
E := ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn) ⊂ E∗ := ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn, wn+1). (34)
There exists a (unique) positive function A : I n × I → R, symmetric in its first n variables, such
that the blossom f of any F ∈ E viewed as an element of E∗ can be obtained as
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f (x1, . . . , xn+1) = n+1
i=1
Ai (x1, . . . , xn+1) f (x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn+1),
n+1
i=1
Ai (x1, . . . , xn+1) = 1, x1, . . . , xn+1 ∈ I,
(35)
with
Ai (x1, . . . , xn+1) := A(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn+1; xi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1. (36)
Proof. This result extends to the piecewise context a similar result concerning EC-spaces [38].
The proof is modelled on the one used in [38], and we will therefore refer to the article in question
as much as possible, limiting ourselves to mentioning the broad lines and the differences due to
the piecewise context. The proof can be split into two parts: first, existence, uniqueness and
symmetry of A in its first n variables; second its positivity.
① Existence and uniqueness: Below we list the crucial facts which this part of the proof is based
on. See Theorem 4.1 of [38].
(i) For any x ∈ [a, b], and any k ∈ {0, . . . , n} one can choose a function Ψ xk ∈ ECP(1, w1,
. . . , wn) which vanishes exactly k times at x , in the sense that DiΨ xk (x
e) = 0 for 0 ≤
i ≤ k − 1 and DkΨ xk (xε) ≠ 0, for ε = ± such that xε ∈ [a, b]. Denoting by L0 =
Id, L1, . . . , Ln, Ln+1, the piecewise differential operators associated with (1, w1, . . . , wn,
wn+1), we equivalently have L iΨ xk (x) = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 while LkΨ xk (x) ≠ 0.
(ii) Given any positive integers µ1, . . . , µr such that
r
i=1 µi = n and any pairwise distinct
a1, . . . , ar ∈ I , any sequence of the form (1,Ψa1n , . . . ,Ψa1n−µ1+1,Ψ
a2
n , . . . ,Ψ
ar
n , . . . ,
Ψarn−µr+1), is a basis of E, see Section 6 of [36].
(iii) The geometrical definition of blossoms in E is involved in many ways. In particular, it
implies that, with the same data as in (ii), for any F ∈ E, the real number f (a1[µ1],
. . . , ar [µr ]) is the first coordinate of F in the previous basis.
(iv) With the same data as in (ii), but with now
r
i=1 µi < n, see Section 6 of [36],
W (DΨa1n , . . . , DΨ
a1
n−µ1+1, DΨ
a2
n , . . . , DΨ
ar
n , . . . , DΨ
ar
n−µr+1)(x
ε) ≠ 0,
x ∈ [a, b] \ {a1, . . . , ar }. (37)
(v) Finally, the fundamental properties of blossoms in E (symmetry, pseudoaffinity on [a, b]n)
permits the development of a non-corner cutting algorithm to evaluate F(x), for any x ∈
[a, b] starting from the (n+1) real numbers f (x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn+1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n+1.
Combining all the latter arguments in an appropriate way leads to (35), with
A(y1, . . . , yn; yn+1) = 11+ ϱ(y1, . . . , yn; yn+1)
g(y1, . . . , yn, yn+1)
g(y1, . . . , yn)
, (38)
where ϱ(y1, . . . , yn; yn+1) ≥ 0 denotes the number of indices k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, such that yk = yn+1,
and g,g the blossoms in E,E∗, respectively, of the function G := Ψ yn+1n−ϱ(y1,...,yn;yn+1) ∈ E.
② Positivity:
On account of (38), for (x1, . . . , xn+1) = (a1[µ1], . . . , ar [µr ]), with pairwise distinct a1,
. . . , ar ∈ [a, b] and positive µ1, . . . , µr , formula (35) can be written as
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f (x1, . . . , xn+1) = r
k=1
Bk f (a1
[µ1], . . . , ai−1[µi−1], ai [µi−1], ai+1[µi+1], . . . , ar [µr ]), (39)
where the coefficients B1, . . . , Br sum to 1. We have to prove them to be positive. Applying the
formula with F = Ψa1n−µ1+1 gives
B1 =
ψa1n−µ1+1(a1[µ1], a2[µ2], . . . , ar [µr ])
ψ
a1
n−µ1+1(a1
[µ1−1], a2[µ2], . . . , ar [µr ])
. (40)
We choose a basis of the form (1,Ψa1n , . . . ,Ψa1n−µ1+2,Ψ
a2
n , . . . ,Ψ
a2
n−µ2+1,Ψ
ar
n , . . . ,Ψ
ar
n−µr+1)
in E and of the form (1,Ψ∗a1n+1, . . . ,Ψ
∗a1
n−µ1+2,Ψ
∗a2
n+1, . . . ,Ψ
∗a2
n−µ2+2,Ψ
∗ar
n+1, . . . ,Ψ
∗ar
n−µr+2) in E
∗,
assuming that, as soon as k ≤ n, we take Ψ∗xk = Ψ xk . The denominator of (40) is the first
coordinate of Ψa1n−µ1+1 in the first basis, while the numerator is its first coordinate in the second
basis. This readily leads to B1 = H(a1), where:
H(x) := W

Ψ∗a2n−µ2+2, . . . ,Ψ
∗a2
n+1, . . . ,Ψ
∗ar
n−µr+2, . . . ,Ψ
∗ar
n+1

(xε)
W

DΨ∗a2n−µ2+2, . . . , DΨ
∗a2
n+1, . . . , DΨ
∗ar
n−µr+2, . . . , DΨ
∗ar
n+1

(xε)
× W

DΨa2n−µ2+1, DΨ
a2
n , . . . , DΨ
ar
n−µr+1, DΨ
ar
n

(xε)
W

Ψa2n−µ2+1, . . . ,Ψ
a2
n , . . . ,Ψ
ar
n−µr+1, . . . ,Ψ
ar
n

(xε)
. (41)
In spite of the piecewise context we are working in, the function H is defined and continuous on
[a, b] \ {a2, . . . , ar }. Indeed, setting µ :=ri=2 µi and Φ := Ψa2n−µ2+1, . . . ,Ψarn , the recursive
definition (8) of the piecewise differential operators yields:
W

Ψa2n−µ2+1, . . . ,Ψ
a2
n , . . . ,Ψ
ar
n−µr+1, . . . ,Ψ
ar
n

(xε)
=
µ−1
i=1
wi (x
ε)
µ−i det

Φ(x), L1Φ(x), . . . , Lµ−1Φ(x)

, x ∈ [a, b]. (42)
With Φ∗ := Ψ∗a2n−µ2+2, . . . ,Ψ∗arn , similar expressions for each other Wronskian involved in
(41) transform it into
H(x) := det

Φ∗(x), L1Φ∗(x), . . . , Lµ−1Φ∗(x)

det

L1Φ∗(x), . . . , LµΦ∗(x)

× det

L1Φ(x), . . . , LµΦ(x)

det

Φ(x), L1Φ(x), . . . , Lµ−1Φ(x)
 , (43)
this being valid for any x ∈ [a, b] \ {a2, . . . , ar }. With similar arguments as those used in [38]
one can prove that, for x close to aεr ,
W (Ψa2n−µ2+1, . . . ,Ψ
a2
n , . . . ,Ψ
ar
n−µr+1, . . . ,Ψ
ar
n )(x)
∼ (x − xr )µ1µr
µr
k=1
(Ψarn−µr+k)
(n−µr+k)(aεr )
(µ1 − 1+ k)!
×
µr−1
k=1
k!W (Ψa2n−µ2+1, . . . ,Ψa2n , . . . ,Ψ
ar−1
n−µr−1+1, . . . ,Ψ
ar−1
n )(a
ε
r ) (44)
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and similar results for the other Wronskians. On account of (42) the function H can be extended
by continuity on [a, b] \ {a2, . . . , ar−1} by setting
H(ar ) := µ1
µ1 + µr
det
Φ∗(ar ), L1Φ∗(ar ), . . . , Lµ−1Φ∗(ar )
det

L1Φ∗(ar ), . . . , LµΦ∗(ar )
× det

L1Φ(ar ), . . . , LµΦ(ar )
det
Φ(ar ), L1Φ(ar ), . . . , Lµ−1Φ(ar ) ,
with µ := µ−µr , the functions Φ∗ and Φ being obtained by deleting the last µr components in
Φ∗ and Φ, respectively. Continuing the same way, one can finally show that H can be extended
into a positive continuous function on the whole of [a, b]. The positivity of B1 follows. 
We are now in a position to prove the theorem below.
Theorem 5.3. Let S be a piecewise Chebyshevian spline space good for design, and let S∗ be
another piecewise Chebyshevian spline space, obtained from it by a combination of knot insertion
and dimension elevation steps. Then, there exists a corner cutting algorithm transforming the
control polygon of any spline S ∈ Sd into the control polygon of S viewed as an element of S∗d .
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the result separately in the following two situations (see proof of
Theorem 5.1).
① Elementary knot insertion, that is, insertion of only one knot: the proof, recalled in [44], is
based on the symmetry and pseudoaffinity properties of blossoms.
② One step of dimension elevation: once obtained the dimension elevation formula for blossoms
in the situation (34), to achieve the claimed result there is absolutely no difference compared
with the case of splines with all sections in the same EC-space considered in [42] which we
refer the reader to. Let us simply mention, that once again, the proof strongly relies on the
symmetry and pseudoaffinity properties of blossoms. 
5.3. Consequences on PSC-operators
After the preliminary results proved in the previous two subsections, we are in a position to
examine how the considered embeddings act on PCS-operators.
Note that, for the case of classical Schoenberg operators, point (2) of Theorem 5.4 was first
proved in [20].
Theorem 5.4. Let S be a piecewise Chebyshevian spline space good for design, let U ⊂ S be
any two-dimensional Chebyshev space which is reproduced by a PCS-operator S based on S. We
assume that S∗ is a piecewise Chebyshevian spline space obtained from S by any combination of
knot insertion and dimension elevation steps. Then,
(1) there exists a PCS-operator S∗ based on S∗ which reproduces U;
(2) for any U-convex continuous function F, we have
F ≤ S∗F ≤ SF. (45)
Proof. • Proof of (1): In application of Theorem 3.10 we can say that there exists a system
(w1, . . . , wn) of piecewise weight functions such that
ECP(1, w1, . . . , wn) ⊂ S, and U = ECP(1, w1). (46)
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On the other hand, again in application of Theorem 3.10, we have to prove the existence of a
system (w∗2, . . . , w∗n∗) of piecewise weight functions such that
ECP(1, w1, w∗2, . . . , w∗n∗) ⊂ S∗. (47)
Starting from (46), we simply have to follow the proof of Theorem 5.1 separately for knot
insertion and for one dimension elevation step.
• Proof of (2): Let P−n, . . . , Pm be the poles of a spline S ∈ Sd , and let P∗−n∗ , . . . , P∗m∗ denote
the poles of S viewed as an element of S∗d . Theorem 5.3 ensures the existence of non-negative
real numbers αℓ,r ,−n ≤ r ≤ m,−n∗ ≤ ℓ ≤ m∗, independent of S, such that
m
r=−n
αℓ,r = 1, P∗ℓ =
m
r=−n
αℓ,r Pr , −n∗ ≤ ℓ ≤ m∗. (48)
In particular, if we choose a strictly increasing spline U ∈ U, we have
U =
m
ℓ=−n
uℓNℓ =
m∗
ℓ=−n∗
u∗ℓN∗ℓ , with u∗ℓ =
m
r=−n
αℓ,r ur for all ℓ = −n∗, . . . ,m∗. (49)
Let F ∈ C0([a, b]) be a U-convex function. The left part of (45) was proved in Corollary 3.6.
In order to show that S∗F ≤ SF it is sufficient to show that the control polygon of the spline
Σ ∗ := (U,S∗F) ∈ S∗2 is located “under” the control polygon of the spline Σ := (U,SF)
viewed as an element of S∗2. Applying formula (16) in S∗, we can say that the poles of Σ ∗ are
the points
u∗ℓ, F ◦U−1(u∗ℓ)

, −n∗ ≤ ℓ ≤ m∗.
By application of (48), those of Σ viewed as an element of S∗2 are the points
u∗ℓ,
m
r=−n
αℓ,r F ◦U−1(ur )

, −n∗ ≤ ℓ ≤ m∗.
The result follows from (49) and from the U-convexity of F . 
Remark 5.5. Let F ∈ C0([a, b]) be piecewise C1, with
ak := F
′(t+k )
F ′(t−k )
> 0 for k = 1, . . . , q.
Select any piecewise function w1 on [a, b], positive and piecewise Cn−1, such that
w1(t
+
k ) = akw1(t−k ), 1 ≤ k ≤ q,
along with any system (w2, . . . , wn) of piecewise weight functions on [a, b]. It is easy to build
nested sequences Sp, p ≥ 0,
S0 := ECP(1, w1, w2, . . . , wn) ⊂ S1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Sp ⊂ Sp+1 ⊂ · · · , (50)
where, for each p ≥ 0,Sp+1 is obtained from Sp by combination of knot insertion and dimension
elevations steps, the multiplicities satisfying the requirement of Theorem 4.2. At each level
p ≥ 0, we can thus consider the PCS-operator Sp based on the spline space Sp which reproduces
the two-dimensional space U := ECP(1, w1). Under the requirement (19), the sequences Sp F
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and L1Sp F will respectively converge to F, L1 F , uniformly on [a, b]. For instance if, at each
level n ≥ 0,Sn+1 is obtained from Sn by knot insertion, it will be sufficient to assume the knot
spacing to go to 0. Moreover, in case F is U-convex, the sequence Sp F , p ≥ 0, will be non-
increasing (see (45)).
6. A few comments
Due to the length of the present article we do not develop practical examples of PCS-operators,
preferring to conclude it with a few general comments on the theoretical side.
6.1. Piecewise Chebyshev–Bernstein operators
Let us assume that q ≥ 0 and that mk = 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ q . Then, the corresponding set An(K)
is equal to [a, b]n , and any corresponding piecewise Chebyshevian spline space S is (n + 1)-
dimensional. According to our usual terminology, E := S is good for design if and only if S
possesses blossoms, defined on [a, b]n . We know (see [36]) that this holds if and only if the
space E possesses a Bernstein basis relative to any (c, d) ∈ [a, b]2, c < d , or if and only if DE
is an ECP-space on [a, b]. As observed in Remark 2.9, the B-spline basis Nℓ,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ 0, then
coincides with the Bernstein basis (B0, . . . , Bn) relative to (a, b). In that case, any PCS-operator
based on S, is a piecewise Chebyshev–Bernstein operator (PCB-operator) based on E. Every
single result proved for PCS-operators is still valid for PCB-operators. As an instance, given any
strictly increasing sequence a0, . . . , an , the function U := ni=0 ai Bi ∈ E is strictly increasing
on [a, b], and, setting, for all F ∈ C0([a, b]):
Bn F :=
n
i=0
F(ηi )Bi , with ηi := U−1(ai ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n,
we obtain a PCB-operator based on E which reproduces the two-dimensional C-space U :=
span(1,U ). This provides us with all possible PCB-operators based on E (see Theorem 3.7). On
the other hand the search for all PCB-operators based on E is equivalent to the search for all
positive piecewise Cn−1 function w1 for which there exists a system (w2, . . . , wn) of piecewise
weight functions on [a, b] such that
E = ECP(1, w1, w2, . . . , wn).
As an instance, in (50) the first PCS-operator S0 is the PCB-operator based on ECP(1,
w1, w2, . . . , wn) which reproduces the space ECP(1, w1).
The special case q = 0 corresponds to the Chebyshev–Bernstein operators studied in [37]
(see also [2–4]).
Remark 6.1. In Remark 4.7 we recalled the necessary and sufficient condition established by
M.J. Marsden [28] for convergence of an infinite sequence of classical Schoenberg operators.
Applied to the case q = 0, that is, to a sequence Bp, p ≥ 0, of classical Bernstein operators of
degree n p, respectively, it proves that convergence is obtained if and only if lim n p = +∞.
Unfortunately, our sufficient condition (19) is of no help for convergence of sequences of
(piecewise) Chebyshev–Bernstein operators. From the example of Mu¨ntz spaces we can only
assert that lim n p = +∞ does not automatically ensure convergence, see [1,37].
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6.2. Simultaneous approximation towards piecewise Chebyshevian splines
We mentioned in the introduction simultaneous approximation of a function and of its first
derivative as one motivation for considering Schoenberg-type operators in the large framework
of piecewise Chebyshevian spline spaces. In this subsection we are explaining why.
As already mentioned, in [41], we studied similar operators in the simpler context of splines
with Cn−mk connections at each interior knot tk , and with all their sections taken from the
same space E ⊂ Cn([a, b]) containing constants and such that DE is an EC-space on [a, b]
(Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators, and, for short, CS-operators). If S is such a spline space
and Nℓ,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, its B-spline basis, a CS-operator based on S reproduces a spline
U = mℓ=−n uℓNℓ, where uℓ,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, is a given strictly increasing sequence of real
numbers. For each k = 0, . . . , q, let Uk ∈ E coincide with U on [tk, tk+1]. The first piecewise
weight function w1 involved in Theorem 2.11 is w1 = DU . Two cases are to be considered.
• Case 1: at least two among the functions Uk ∈ E, 0 ≤ k ≤ q , are distinct:
This is the general situation. In that case L1S is clearly a space of splines with sections in
different EC-spaces.
• Case 2: let us now assume that Uk = Uk+1 for all k = 0, . . . , q − 1:
This means that the function U belongs to the spaceE itself. Let (B0, . . . , Bn) be the Bernstein
basis of E relative to (a, b) and let F :=ni=0 ai Bi ∈ E. As a preliminary observation based on
the properties of blossoms, if the Be´zier points a0, . . . , an of F relative to (a, b) form a strictly
increasing sequence, then the poles of F considered as an element of the spline space S too form
a strictly increasing sequence. The converse if not necessarily true. As an instance, consider a
polynomial F of degree at most 3 written in the classical cubic Bernstein basis (B30 , . . . , B
3
3 ) as
F =3i=0 ai B3i . Then the poles of F in the polynomial spline space S with exactly one interior
knot at t1 = 1/2, of multiplicity 1, are the points
p−3 = a0, p−2 = 12 (a0 + a1), p−1 =
1
2
(a1 + a2),
p0 = 12 (a2 + a3), p1 = a3.
Accordingly, the sequence (p−3, p−2, p−1, p0, p1) is strictly increasing if and only if
a0 < min(a1, a2), max(a1, a2) < a3.
After the latter preliminaries, we can split Case 2 into two subcases. For details, see Section 7
in [41] along with [43].
• The Be´zier points of U relative to (a, b) form a strictly increasing sequence: then, L1E
is an EC-space good for design on the whole of [a, b] (i.e., DL1E is an EC-space on the
whole of [a, b]), and therefore L1S is a space of Chebyshevian splines in the sense of [41].
Moreover, the CS-operator which reproduces U is of the same nature as the one introduced by
M.J. Marsden in [28], and U is even reproduced by a Bernstein operator based on E, see [37].
• The Be´zier points of U relative to (a, b) do not form a strictly increasing sequence: then, L1E
is not an EC-space good for design on the whole of [a, b]. Nevertheless, the blossom of U as
an element of S being strictly increasing onAn(K), for each k = 0, . . . , q , the Be´zier points of
U relative to (tk, tk+1) form a strictly increasing sequence. Accordingly, L1E is an EC-space
good for design on each [tk, tk+1]. The spline space L1S is not a Chebyshevian spline space
as in [41], but a piecewise Chebyshevian spline space as considered in the present article.
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This brief analysis made it natural to consider simultaneous approximation only after introducing
piecewise Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators.
6.3. About reproduction of constants
We have introduced PCS-operators in piecewise Chebyshevian spline spaces good for design,
and in that context, reproduction of constants is a direct implication of the normalisation
property of B-spline bases. It is however possible to introduce PCS-like operators which do
not necessarily reproduce constants. Instead of B-spline bases, such operators would involve
B-spline-like bases (same properties as B-spline bases except for the normalisation) and the
existence of such B-spline-like bases should be preserved by knot insertion.
Piecewise Chebyshevian spline spaces can be defined in a slightly larger way than we
considered until now, without making any reference to constants, and the connections possibly
involving the functions themselves in addition to their derivatives, i.e.,
S(t+k ), DS(t
+
k ), . . . , D
n−mk S(t+k )
 = MkS(t−k ), DS(t−k ), . . . , Dn−mk S(t−k ),
1 ≤ k ≤ q,
where for each k, the matrix Mk is now a lower triangular matrix of order (n + 1 − mk) with
positive diagonal entries. Let S be such a spline space. Then S and all spline spaces obtained
from it by knot insertion possess B-spline-like bases if and only if the spaceS of all continuous
piecewise Chebyshevian splines whose first left/right derivatives belong to S is good for design
(see Theorem 5.1 of [44]). The reader should observe that, in this case, the splines in S are
not necessarily functions but piecewise functions. Our purpose is not to enter all the difficulties
implied by this fact. This is why we deliberately simplify the presentation by assuming from
now on that we are dealing with functions. Equivalently, we require that the first diagonal entry
of each Mk be equal to one.
Select any B-spline-like basis (V−n, . . . , Vm) in S (each Vi being defined up to multiplication
by a positive number), and two splines U0,U1 ∈ S
U0 :=
m
ℓ=−n
αℓVℓ, U1 :=
m
ℓ=−n
βℓVℓ. (51)
Theorem 5.3 of [44] states the equivalence of the following two properties:
(a) αℓ > 0 for −n ≤ ℓ ≤ m;
(b) the (piecewise) function U0 is positive, and setting L0U := U/U0, the set L0S is a space of
piecewise Chebyshevian splines which is good for design.
Suppose that (a) holds. Then, the B-spline basis in L0S is formed by the functions
αℓVℓ/U0,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m. Accordingly, the poles of the spline L0U1 ∈ L0S are the βℓ/αℓ,
−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m. Let us additionally assume that
(c) the sequence βℓ
αℓ
,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, is strictly increasing.
Then, we know (Theorem 3.7) that there exists a PCS-operator based on L0S, say S, which
reproduces L0U1. Setting
SF := U0S(L0 F) (52)
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for all piecewise functions on [a, b] provides us with what we call a PCS-like operator based on
S. It is of the form
SF =
m
ℓ=−n
aℓF(ηℓ)Vℓ,
where aℓ,−n ≤ ℓ ≤ m, are positive numbers, and where the nodes ηℓ satisfy the usual
requirement. The PCS-like operator S reproduces the Chebyshev space U := span(U0,U1).
Conversely, any given two-dimensional Chebyshev space U on [a, b] can be written as
U = span(U0,U1), where U0 is positive and where U1/U0 is strictly increasing. If U is
reproduced by a PCS-like operator S based on S, and if we expand U0,U1 in the B-spline-
like basis as in (51), then obviously condition (a) is satisfied. Via (52) we transform S into a
PCS-operator based on the corresponding piecewise Chebyshevian spline space L0S good for
design. One can then check that condition (c) too is satisfied. We have thus described the class
of all two-dimensional Chebyshev spaces which can be reproduced by PCS-like operators based
on S.
6.4. Piecewise Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators in L-spline spaces
We would like to conclude this work with a well-known class of splines which provides us
with interesting instances of piecewise Chebyshevian splines. It is the class of L-splines [57,27],
obtained when all the section-spaces Ek are obtained by restriction of the null space E of a real
linear differential operator L of order n defined on Cn+1([a, b]), say L = Dn+1 +ni=1 ai Di
(so that E contains constants, if not see Section 6.3), and with ordinary connections at the knots.
Let S be such an L-spline space relative to the knot-vector (3). In general the null space E
is not an EC-space on the whole of [a, b], nor even on each interval [tk, tk+1]. Therefore, in
general S is neither a Chebyshevian spline space, nor even a piecewise Chebyshevian spline
space. Nevertheless, it is well-known that E is indeed an EC-space on any subinterval of [a, b]
of sufficiently small length (see theorem of [57] for the existence of such a length, and [45] for a
constructive way to calculate it). If we are interested in building Schoenberg-type operators in S
we thus have to proceed as follows:
• first step: make sure that S is a piecewise Chebyshevian spline space in the sense considered
in Section 2.1, by choosing the knots so that DE is an EC-space on each [tk, tk+1];
• second step: make sure that S is good for design, for instance by application of Theorem 2.8.
Then, there will exist infinitely many piecewise Chebyshev–Schoenberg operators based on the
L-spline space S. Note that both conditions above are automatically satisfied as soon as we
choose the knot spacing ∆ = max−n≤ℓ≤m+n(ξℓ+1 − ξℓ) sufficiently small. Any L-spline space
can thus be used for (simultaneous) approximation with Schoenberg-type operators. Practical
examples will be addressed in further work. Note that geometrically continuous L-splines could
also be considered, proceeding exactly the same way as above.
Example 6.2. We will conclude with a simple example of L-splines illustrating some of our
results.
1- Let n = 3, L = D4 + D2, let us assume that mk = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ q , and that we have
ordinary connections. The null space E of L is spanned by the functions 1, x, cos x, sin x .
Then, the L-spline space S is the space of C2 trigonometric splines for which the two steps
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above were considered in Examples 2.1 and 2.7, respectively. From Example 2.7 we know
that S is a piecewise Chebyshevian spline space good for design if and only if
tk+2 − tk < 2π for k = 0, . . . , q − 1. (53)
Assuming that (53) holds, we thus know that the L-spline space S provides us with infinitely
many “trigonometric” PCS-operators. Under the stronger assumption b−a < 2π , all of them
are CS-operators.
2- The space S1 := DS is the L-spline space with simple knots associated with the operator
L1 := D3 + D. It is good for design if and only if the space D2E (spanned by the two
functions cos, sin) is an EC-space on each [tk, tk+1], that is, if and only if
tk+1 − tk < π for k = 0, . . . , q. (54)
According to Theorems 2.11 and 3.7 we can thus say that the identity is reproduced by a PCS-
operator based on S (i.e., its poles form a strictly increasing sequence) if and only if the knots
satisfy (54). Nevertheless, whatever the knot-vector may be, the L-spline space S always contains
the restriction S0 of the polynomial space of degree one to [a, b] = [t0, tq+1], regarded as a spline
space with all interior multiplicities equal to 0. Now, the identity is obviously reproduced by a
CS-operator based on S0, which is simply the classical Bernstein operator of degree one on [a, b].
This simple example shows that, in Theorem 5.4, the assumption “S∗ is obtained from S by a
combination of knot insertion and dimension elevation steps” cannot be replaced by the weaker
one “S∗ is a piecewise Chebyshevian spline space good for design containing S”.
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